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Abstract: The basic interest of this paper is to discuss and insist on the importance of protection devices / system and to regulate the overall process including selection, installation and upkeep of the lightning protection system in place for many years down the line of installation. Not limiting to the orientation of the product technicality or specification, the most important thing that is left out off-late is the “Good Practices to be maintained “in implementing and maintaining the same. Many installations across the world for lightning protection device just confirm to the requirement criterion of merely having a terminal on top and further completion of system are not followed. This paper will help in understanding the issues of various installation procedures and fool proof method of recommending and implementing Lighting Protection System, Earthing and Surge Protection System. This paper also will define about, how a selection of lightning protection device is to be done, the basis of installation and utilization of component.
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I. Introduction

The most important aspect of understanding in lightning protection is that - not only a direct lightning strike act as a potential threat to the structure but also more frequently, electronic equipment are damaged by surges caused by remote lightning discharges (caused because of Lightning Electromagnetic Impulses LEMPs) or switching operations in larger electrical systems. During thunderstorms too, high volume of energy is instantaneously released. These voltage peaks can penetrate a building through Power, Data and Telephone cables causing heavy damage to Electronic Equipment. The international standard for Lightning Protection referred as IEC 62305 – Protection against Lightning’, (which is also accepted by many countries as national standard) especially adopted by Bureau of Indian standard as IS IEC 62305, in one of its part explains the need of planning, erection, testing and maintenance of lightning protection systems for building structures without any height limit. The same is also implemented in new National Building Code – 2016, Part -8, Section 2 which also clearly defines the need of the measures to be taken care for planning, erection, testing and maintenance of lightning protection system. The standard IEC 62305 in its second part – Risk Management categorizes the four sources of Lightning as 1. Flashes to a structure, 2. Flashes near to a structure line, 3. Flashes to a service line, 4. Flashes near to a service line.
A proper lightning protection system design is very important to ensure increased protection of a building against lightning and its effects. Systems followed in most of the buildings now are unfortunately not meeting the basic or statutory requirements. Since only a mere vertical air terminal will not solve the purpose for protection of building unless the entire building is sufficiently protected either with 1. Angle of protection method 2. Mesh conductor method or calculated as per rolling sphere method.

It is important to remember any best lightning protection implemented in the structure will not protect the personal outside the building (within the premises where the building is located). Since the angle of protection offered by the lightning protection terminal will only protect against direct strike, however induced step and touch potential will not be protected and which will lead to electrocution and causalities thereafter.

The standard practice of using external lightning protection system is to handshake with the downward leader of the lightning strike and ensure the lightning does not strike anywhere else in the structure. A proper lightning protection system, should consist of three prime components in principal Air termination (vertical or horizontal mesh), down conductor and earthing system and should also offer a least resistance path for the discharge of lightning current. This measure should not be mis-understood that by providing external lightning protection our entire equipment / devices will get protected from damage. Separate measures as recommended in IEC 62305-4 Protection against Lightning: Electrical and Electronic system within the structure need to be followed and a proper and respective Surge Protection Device (SPDs) need to be employed individually for power line, data line and coaxial line for various application such as electronic appliances, internet modems, television etc. Assume a television has failed due to lightning, the protection measure for that Television should be co-ordinated by employing SPDs at both power and Data inputs (satellite cable - coaxial cable terminated) since both sources are vulnerable of carrying lightning current. If this method is practiced then damages can be avoided for such systems even if connection remains plugged.

In both external lightning protection system and internal lightning protection system (SPDs) Earthing is an inevitable component, without which in both the cases dissipation of current is possible. Hence properly selected and properly maintained earthing is also needed for maximum safety in consolidation.

II. Effective Lightning Protection Measures

Proper measures are to be taken care of while designing, procuring and installing of lighting protection components for handling a strike and dissipation of current without any dangerous spark overs. For buildings are surrounded by trees, or a taller metallic tower the protection measures should include not only lightning protection but also required ring earthing around the building and Surge protection for the equipment since the fatality due to lighting could be more disastrous for an equipment than a structural damage.
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Moreover the installed protective devices tend to lose their visibility in due course due to various reasons. Periodic maintenance, monitoring and certification should be made mandatory for the effective functioning of the protective devices installed. For protection of Electrical, wiring, Electrical and electronic equipment, installation of Surge Protection Devices should be adopted.

Lightning Protection is often a challenge for the building designer when it comes to aesthetics of the building. Routing of down conductors through outer wall generally spoil the aesthetics of the building, due to which the down conductors are often routed through shafts, un-accessible areas, non-visible places etc. These down conductor increases the chance of fire and explosion in case of lightning. As a statutory requirement Lightning Protection is implemented in most of the buildings, but unfortunately in an inefficient way. Lightning flashes to, or nearby, structures (or lines connected to the structures) are hazardous to people, to the structures themselves, their contents and installations need to be considered for protection measures.

An effective lightning protection is achieved only if the following points are adhered viz.,

- Type of protection
- Level of protection based on risk assessment
- Technically qualified product as per latest and relevant IEC standards
- Sizes and dimensions of components
- Location of Air terminal & coverage
- Conductor routing and connections
- Sufficient and required Earthing provisions
- Proper Utilization natural components as down conductor if applicable.

III. Design Guidelines

The following design guidelines need to be adhered to ensure safer installation of the external LPS.

- A down-conductor should be installed at each exposed corner of the structure where this is possible.
- The down-conductors should form a direct continuation of the air-termination conductors
- Straight and vertical so that they provide the shortest and most direct path to earth
- The formation of loops in bring the down conductor shall be avoided, but where this is not possible the distance ‘s’ shall be maintained.
- Connection of down conductors to gutters or down-spouts even if they are covered by insulating materials.
- Usage of multiple connection with different materials should not be permitted.
- Insufficient conductor dimensions (non-complying material as mentioned in IEC 62305-3 Table – 5) should be strictly avoided.
- When the distance from down conductors to combustible materials can not be assured, the cross section of the down conductor shall not be less than 100 mm²
- The electrical insulation between the air-termination or down-conductors and the structural metal parts, the metal installations and the internal systems can be achieved by providing a distance ‘d’ between the parts greater then the separation distance ‘s’.

\[ S = (K_i) \times \{K_c/K_m\} \times L \]

Where:
- \( K_i \) - depends on the selected class of LPS
- \( K_c \) - depends on the lightning current flowing on the down conductors
- \( K_m \) - depends on the electrical insulation material
- \( L \) - length in meters along the air-termination or down-conductor, from the point where the separation distance is to be considered, to the nearest EPB point

Selection of Zonal Concepts need to be analyzed (LPZ- Lightning Protection Zones) in the IS / IEC standards. Secondly proper installation is more important than the selection of SPDs. It is strongly the responsibility of the SPD manufacturer to study the site, identify the key areas where protection is mandatory. Depending upon the nature of LPS system and area to be protected the number of air termination will be decided. The maximum distance of any point on the roof from the nearest horizontal protective conductor shall be decided as per nature of LPS system and the level of protection. Horizontal conductors in form of a mesh conductor. The mesh spacing of the horizontal conductor should depend on the class of LPS as per tabulation of IEC 62305 Part 3 for mesh spacing.

CHECKLIST REQUIREMENTS: Inspections, tests, and maintenance shall be performed in accordance with either of the standards, IEC 62305 or NFPA 780 (latest edition). The following list highlights minimum requirements for the essential care of lightning protection systems. Many system components tend to lose their
effectiveness over the years because of corrosion factors, roof repairs, weather related damage, and damage caused by lightning strikes. The physical, as well as the electrical characteristics, of the lightning protection system must be maintained to prevent building damage.

The following points are the minimum requirement of design guideline as recommended in various IEC standards:

- Air terminal should be selected and provided only based on the protection angle or rolling sphere method.
- Connection to the air terminal and down conductors should be checked properly and the connection need to be done with proper tested clamps as insisted by IEC 62561-1 (Lightning Protection System Components)
- Wherever incompatible materials to be joined (Ex. Copper with Aluminium), suitable bi-metal connectors should be used.
- Suitable expansion joints must be provided on the horizontal conductors on top to take care of thermal effects.
- Special conductor holders of insulating type need to be provided on top of the terrace floor for routing the conductor to ensure electrocution impact does not happen in case of water stagnation.
- Establishing connection for equipotential bonding with nearby metallic components need to be taken care of.
- Proper safety distance between the air terminal and any metallic object need to be maintained as per the calculation mentioned earlier to avoid dangerous spark-overs.
- Down conductor should run as straight as possible thereby providing a low impedance path from the air termination to the earth electrode so that the lightning current can be safely conducted to earth.
- There should be a test joint arrangement to have separation between down conductor and earth termination for safety and for measurement of earth resistance.
- At least two down conductors are mandatory immaterial of how small is the installation is.
- In case of using reinforcement in concrete structures as lightning down conductor details should be decided at the design stage, before building construction begins.
- Good contact between reinforcing bars to be ensured only by using connection clamps tested as per the requirement of IEC 62561-1
- Joints should be mechanically and electrically effective, should be protected against corrosion or erosion from the elements or the environment and should present an adequate contact area.
- A common earth termination network is recommended for the lightning protective system and all other services.
- Earth electrodes for each down conductor to be provided for the installation.
- The termination of down conductor to an earth electrode should be done minimum of 1 meter away from the structure and minimum of 0.5m depth inside the ground.
- Proper monitoring and value measuring option to be provided for earth pits and should be protected with proper cover and maintained.
- Selection of Earth electrode should be accordance with the recommendations of IEC 62305 & IEC 62561 – 2.
- Required measures to ensure shielding, bonding / equipotential bonding techniques are handled properly to avoid LEMPs.
- Proper SPDs need to be employed at every entry point of a service in to the building.
- The cable lead length to& from the SPD should be shorter than 025m as recommended in IEC.
- Use proper signage boards mentioning lightning protection down conductor, earth pits etc., for people to easily identify.

**IV. Conclusion**

The most neglected part in many structures / buildings are protection against lightning. Since the post impact of lightning is too severe and disastrous care should be given at every level to ensure lightning protection is not provided for seeking statutory approvals. The installation should not be a vendor driven and only based on regulations as insisted by National / International standards and code. All maintenance procedures shall be scheduled and carried out meeting the standard requirements in periodic intervals. Last but not the least human safety from lightning will only be possible by creating awareness, use of warning signage boards in required location and not by any protective devices.
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